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ABSTRACT
This paper presents SUDS (Software Un-Do System), a data speculation system for Raw processors. SUDS manages speculation
in software. The key to managing speculation in software is to
use the compiler to minimize the number of data items that need
to be managed at runtime. Managing speculation in software enables Raw processors to achieve good performance on integer applications without sacrificing chip area for speculation hardware.
This additional area can instead be devoted to additional compute
resources, improving the performance of dense matrix and media
applications.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The rapid growth in the resources available on a chip, approaching
a billion transistors within the next five years, is creating an exciting
opportunity for computer architects to build a truly general-purpose
microprocessor. Even when transistors are plentiful, finding the
design point where a single architecture can efficiently support a
diverse set of applications is a challenge.
From the perspective of parallelism, resources on a microprocessor
can be divided into two types: basic computing resources such as
functional units, registers, and memories; and parallelism-enabling
resources that help an application utilize the compute resources
concurrently. An important issue in designing a general-purpose
microprocessor is how the transistor budget should be divided between these two types of resources.

challenges the notion that one needs to build specialized hardware
to manage various types of parallelism [54]. It dedicates all of the
processor transistor budget to compute resources. Any specialized
support for parallelization is implemented in software on top of excess compute resources. Through compiler optimization, the Raw
philosophy aims to overcome this software overhead. Architectures
that follow the Raw philosophy are called Raw architectures.
However, due to the lack of parallelism-enabling resources, a Raw
architecture by itself does not provide any performance benefit for
integer applications. In fact, only a very small portion of hardware
resources, a single set of compute resources in a large fabric, can
be used in executing an integer application. This paper introduces
a software framework that enables the use of the entire fabric to
increase performance of integer applications.
This paper applies the Raw philosophy to memory dependence
speculation, a parallelization technique that speculatively executes
memory dependences out of order to improve performance. The
paper describes SUDS (Software Un-Do-System), a system for performing memory dependence speculation in loops on an Raw architecture. Briefly, SUDS works as follows. At runtime, the system executes a chunk of the program in parallel. Next, the system
checks whether the parallel execution produced a result consistent
with sequential semantics. If the parallel execution was correct, the
system moves on to the next chunk of the program and repeats the
process. Otherwise, the execution is rolled back to the state at the
beginning of the chunk, and the chunk is rerun sequentially.

This issue is complex because different applications have seemingly different requirements. The conflict is evident from the
fact that historically, different applications prefer different architectures. Dense matrix applications and media applications prefer
multiprocessors, vector processors, DSPs, and special-purpose processors. These processors provide ample computing resources but
scanty parallelism-enabling resources. Integer applications, on the
other hand, prefer superscalars, which contain modest computing
resources but copious parallelism-enabling resources.

The cost of building a system in software is that, when a runtime
subsystem is required, it consumes more time, power, energy and
area than the equivalent functionality built from specialized hardware. On the other hand, we demonstrate in this paper that these
costs can be contained by using compiler optimizations. In particular, for speculation, the key compiler optimizations are those
that identify opportunities for renaming. Data items that can be
renamed between checkpoints don’t require runtime management.

The Raw philosophy to building general-purpose microprocessors

The specific contributions of this paper include:
1. A framework to improve performance of integer applications
on a Raw fabric without sacrificing the performance of scientific applications.
2. The design of an efficient all-software speculation system.
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3. The description of a set of compile time optimizations that
reduce the number of data elements requiring runtime management.
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Figure 1: Raw P composition. The system is made up of multiple tiles. In addition to instruction and data memories, each tile
contains a processor pipeline with a register-mapped network
interface.
4. A case study that demonstrates the effectiveness of the SUDS
system.

Figure 2: An example of how SUDS allocates resources on a 64
tile Raw machine. The gray tiles are memory nodes. The white
tiles are worker nodes, the gray hatched tile near the center
is the master node. Loop carried dependences are forwarded
between compute nodes in the pattern shown with the arrow.
for (i = 0; i<N; i++)
u = A[b[x]]
A[c[x]] = u
x = g(x)

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. The next section
gives an informal description of how SUDS works in the context of
an example. Section 3 describes the design of the SUDS system.
Section 4 presents a case study. Section 5 presents related work.
Section 6 concludes.

Figure 3: An example loop.

2.

BACKGROUND

SUDS is designed to run on Raw microprocessors. A Raw microprocessor is a single chip VLSI architecture, made up of an interconnected set of tiles (Figure 1). Each tile contains a simple RISClike pipeline, instruction and data memories and is interconnected
with other tiles over a pipelined, point-to-point mesh network. The
network interface is integrated directly into the processor pipeline,
so that the compiler can place communication instructions directly
into the code. The software can then transfer data between the register files on two neighboring tiles in just 4 cycles [34, 48, 54].

2.1 Chunk based work distribution
As shown in Figure 2, SUDS partitions Raw’s tiles into two groups.
Some portion of the tiles are designated as compute nodes. The
rest are designated as memory nodes. One of the compute nodes is
designated as the master node, the rest are designated as workers
and sit in a dispatch loop waiting for commands from the master.
The master node is responsible for running all the sequential code.

2.2 Example
Figure 3 shows an example of a simple loop with non-trivial dependences. Figure 4 shows an initial attempt at parallelizing the loop
on a machine with two workers. The figure is annotated with the
dependences that limit parallelism. The variable x creates a truedependence, because the value written to variable x by worker 0 is
used by worker 1. The read of variable u on worker 0 causes an
anti-dependence with the write of variable u on worker 1. Finally,
the reads and writes to the A array create may-dependences between
the iterations. The pattern of accesses to the array A depends on the
values in the b and c arrays, and so can not be determined until runtime. Without any further support, any of these three dependences
would force the system to run this loop sequentially.
Figure 5 shows the loop after two compiler optimizations have been
performed. First, the variable u has been renamed v on worker 1.
This eliminates the anti-dependence. Second, on both worker 0

SUDS parallelizes loops by cyclically distributing the loop iterations across the compute nodes. We call the set of iterations running in parallel a chunk. The compute nodes each run a single loop
iteration, and then all the nodes synchronize through the master
node.
In the current version of the system, the programmer is responsible for identifying which loops the system should attempt to parallelize. This is done by marking the loops in the source code. The
parallelization techniques provided by SUDS work with any loop,
even “do-across” loops, loops with true-dependences, loops with
non-trivial exit conditions and loops with internal control flow. The
system will attempt to parallelize any loop even if the loop contains
no available parallelism due to data or control dependences.

truemayanti-

u = A[b[x]]
A[c[x]] = u
x = g(x)

worker 0
time

u = A[b[x]]
A[c[x]] = u
x = g(x)

worker 1

Figure 4: SUDS runs one iteration of the loop on each worker
node. In this case the dependences between iterations limit the
available parallelism.

truemayint u,s
s = x
x = g(x)
u = A[b[s]]
A[c[s]] = u

time

worker 0

int v,t
t = x
x = g(x)
v = A[b[t]]
A[c[t]] = v

worker 1

Figure 5: After renaming the anti-dependence is eliminated
and the critical path length of the true-dependence is shortened.

and worker 1, temporary variables, s and t, have been introduced.
This allows worker 0 to create the new value of variable x earlier
in the iteration, reducing the length of time that worker 1 will need
to wait for the true-dependence. The final remaining dependence is
the may-dependence on the accesses to array A.
This remaining may-dependence is monitored at runtime. The system executes the array accesses in parallel, even though this may
cause them to execute out of order. Each of these speculative memory accesses is sent to one of the memory nodes. The runtime system at the memory nodes checks that the accesses are independent.
If not, execution is temporarily halted, the system state is restored
to the most recent checkpoint and several iterations are run sequentially to get past the miss-speculation point. Because the system
is speculating that the code contains no memory dependences, this
technique is called memory dependence speculation [19].
Raw microprocessors provide a number of features that make them
attractive targets for a memory dependence speculation system like
SUDS. First, the low latency communication path between tiles is
important for transferring true-dependences that lie along the critical path. In addition, the independent control on each tile allows
each processing element to be involved in a different part of the
computation. In particular, some tiles can be dedicated as worker
nodes, running the user’s application, while other tiles are allocated
as memory nodes, executing completely different code as part of
the runtime system. Finally, the many independent memory ports
available on a Raw machine allow the bandwidth required for supporting renamed private variables and temporaries in addition to
the data structures that the memory nodes require to monitor maydependences.

3.

DESIGN

The previous section gave a basic overview of Raw processors and
memory dependence speculation. This section describes the techniques used in the SUDS system. The challenge of a software based
memory dependence speculation system is to make the runtime system efficient enough that its costs don’t completely swamp the real
work being done on behalf of the user’s application.
The approach taken in the SUDS system is to move as much work
as possible to compile time. In particular, SUDS takes the unique
approach of using the compiler to identify opportunities for renaming. Since renaming no longer needs to be done at runtime, the
runtime system is efficient enough to realize the desired application speedups. We next discuss the basic SUDS system and the
optimizations that make the runtime system more efficient.
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Figure 6: The SUDS system divides objects into three major
categories. The system has a runtime system component and
code generation component for each object category.
As discussed in Section 2.2, there are three types of dependences
that are managed by SUDS. SUDS categorizes objects based on the
structure of their dependences. Each object category is handled by
a different runtime subsystem and a corresponding code generation
technique. This breakdown is summarized in Figure 6.
Private variables are those that have a lifetime that is restricted to a
single loop iteration. These are the major candidates for renaming
and are handled most efficiently by SUDS. SUDS provides support
for renaming by allocating a local stack on each worker, as well
as a single global stack that can be accessed by any worker. At
code generation time, the compiler allocates private objects to the
tile registers and local stack using a technique called stack splitting. This technique separates objects on the stack between the
local stack and global stack, depending on the compiler’s ability to
prove that the object has no aliases. This is similar to techniques
that have been used to improve the performance of register spills
on digital signal processors[12].
SUDS handles loop carried dependent objects at runtime by explicitly checkpointing them on the master node and then forwarding
them from worker to worker through Raw’s point-to-point interconnect, as shown in Figure 2. The code generator is responsible
for placing the explicit communication instructions so as to minimize delays on the critical path while guaranteeing that each object
is sent and received exactly once per iteration, no matter what arbitrary control flow might happen within the iterations.
The remaining objects, denoted heap objects, are those that the
compiler is unable to analyze further at compiler time. They are
handled at the memory nodes using a runtime memory dependence
validation protocol that is based on Basic Timestamp Ordering [6].
This technique is described in more detail in the next section. The
code generator converts all heap object load and store operations
into instructions to communicate between the workers and memory nodes.

3.1 Managing heap objects
The memory dependence speculation system is in some ways the
core of the system. It is the fallback dependence mechanism that
works in all cases, even if the compiler cannot analyze a particular
variable. Since only a portion of the dependences in a program
can be proved by the compiler to be privatizable or loop carried
dependences, a substantial fraction of the total memory traffic will
be directed through the memory dependence speculation system.
As such it is necessary to minimize the latency of this subsystem.

3.1.1

A conceptual view

The method we use to validate memory dependence correctness is
based on Basic Timestamp Ordering [6], a traditional transaction
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Figure 7: A conceptual view of Basic Timestamp Ordering. Associated with every memory location is a pair of timestamps
that indicate the logical time at which the location was last read
and written.
processing concurrency control mechanism. A conceptual view of
the protocol is given in Figure 7. Each memory location has two
timestamps associated with it, one indicating the last time a location
was read (last read) and one indicating the last time a location
was written (last written). In addition, the memory is checkpointed at the beginning of each chunk so that modifications can be
rolled back in the case of an abort.
The validation protocol works as follows. As each load request arrives, its timestamp (read time) is compared to the
last written stamp for its memory location. If read time
last written then the load is in-order and last read
is updated to read time, otherwise the system flags a missspeculation and aborts the current chunk.
On a store request, the timestamp (write time) is compared
first to the last read stamp for its memory location. If
write time last read then the store is in-order, otherwise
the system flags a miss-speculation and aborts the current chunk.
We have implemented an optimization on store requests that is
known as the Thomas Write Rule [6]. This is basically the observation that if write time last written then the value
being stored by the current request has been logically over-written
without ever having been consumed, so the request can be ignored.
If write time last written then the store is in-order and
last written is updated as write time.

3.1.2

Implementation

We can’t dedicate such a substantial amount of memory to the speculation system, so the system is actually implemented using a hash
table. As shown in Figure 8, each processing element that is dedicated as a memory dependence node contains three data structures
in its local memory. The first is an array that is dedicated to storing
actual program values. The next is a small hash table that is used
as a timestamp cache to validate the absence of memory conflicts.
Finally, the log contains a list of the hash entries that are in use and
the original data value from each memory location that has been
modified. At the end of each chunk of parallel iterations the log
is used to either commit the most recent changes permanently to
memory, or to roll back to the memory state from the beginning of
the chunk.
The fact that SUDS synchronizes the processing elements between
each chunk of loop iterations permits us to simplify the implementation of the validation protocol. In particular, the synchronization
point can be used to commit or roll back the logs and reset the
timestamp to 0. Because the timestamp is reset we can use the
requester’s physical node-id as the timestamp for each incoming
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Figure 8: Data structures used by the memory dependence
speculation subsystem.
Operation
Send from compute node
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Figure 9: The round trip cost for a load operation is 19 cycles +
2 times the manhattan distance between the compute and memory node. The load operation also incurs additional occupancy
of up to 40 cycles on the memory node after the data value is
sent back to the compute node.

memory request.
In addition, the relatively frequent log cleaning means that at any
point in time there are only a small number of memory locations that have a non-zero timestamp. To avoid wasting enormous amounts of memory space storing 0 timestamps, we cache
the active timestamps in a relatively small direct-mapped hash table. Each hash table entry contains a pair of last read and
last written timestamps and a cache-tag to indicate which
memory location owns the hash entry.
As each memory request arrives, its address is hashed. If there
is a hash conflict with a different address, the validation mechanism conservatively flags a miss-speculation and aborts the current
chunk. If there is no hash conflict the timestamp ordering mechanism is invoked as described above.
Log entries only need to be created the first time a chunk touches
a memory location, at the same time an empty hash entry is allocated. Future references to the same memory location do not need
to be logged, as the original memory value has already been copied
to the log. Because we are storing the most current value in the
memory itself, commits are cheaper, and we are able to implement

a fast path for load operations. Before going through the validation
process, a load request fetches the required data and returns it to
the requester. The resulting latency at the memory node is only 8
cycles as shown in Figure 9. The validation process happens after
the data has been returned, and occupies the memory node for an
additional 14 to 40 cycles, depending on whether a log entry needs
to be created.
In the common case the chunk completes without suffering a missspeculation. At the synchronization point at the end of the chunk,
each memory node is responsible for cleaning its logs and hash tables. It does this by walking through the entire log and deallocating
the associated hash entry. The deallocation is done by resetting the
timestamps in the associated hash entry to 0. This costs 5 cycles
per memory location that was touched during the chunk.
If a miss-speculation is discovered during the execution of a chunk,
then the chunk is aborted and a consistent state must be restored.
Each memory node is responsible for rolling back its log to the consistent memory state at the end of the previous chunk. This is accomplished by walking through the entire log, copying the checkpointed memory value back to its original memory location. The
hash tables are cleaned at the same time. Rollback costs 11 cycles
per memory location that was touched during the chunk.

3.1.3

Code generation

Since the computation and heap memory are handled on separate
nodes in SUDS, every access to the heap involves communication
through Raw’s network. The code generation pass is responsible
for identifying every load or store operation that needs to be sent
from a compute node to a remote memory node. Each load operation to the heap is replaced by a pair of special instructions.
The first is a message construction instruction. It calculates the
correct destination memory node for a particular memory request,
then constructs the corresponding message header and body, and
launches the message. The second instruction is a register move instruction (with byte extract and/or sign extension if the system only
wants an 8 or 16 bit result). This second instruction will stall until the corresponding data item is returned from the memory node.
Heap stores are acknowledged asynchronously in SUDS, so each
store instruction is replaced by a single message construction instruction, similar to that used for load instructions.

3.2 Handling true-dependences
The task of identifying loop carried true-dependences is carried out
by the compiler in our system. Currently, our compiler uses standard data flow analysis techniques to identify scalar loop carried
dependences. Any scalar variable modified within the loop nest
needs to be either privatized by renaming (see Section 3.3) or forwarded to the next iteration. If the compiler finds that there is a
true-dependence on a particular variable, it inserts explicit communication instructions into the code. The compiler uses an analysis
similar to that used by T.N. Vijaykumar for the Multiscalar [51] to
identify the optimal placement of communication instructions. The
compiler arranges communication instructions such that after the
last modification of the variable it is sent to the next worker in the
chunk, and before the first read of the variable it is received from
the previous worker in the chunk.
At runtime the master node checkpoints all the compiler identified
true-dependences so that if a miss-speculation occurs the computation can be rolled back to a consistent state. Since only the master node checkpoints, this cost can be amortized over a number of
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Figure 10: Compiler optimizations. Each of the optimizations
(critical path reduction, privatization, register promotion and
scope restriction) attempts to move objects from one category
(heap, loop carried, or private), to a more efficient category.
loop iterations. The drawback of this approach is that when a missspeculation does occur we may need to rollback slightly further
than necessary. So far we have not found this to be a problem. In
the programs we have looked at, the rate of miss-speculations per
chunk is low enough that it does not constrain parallelism.

3.3 Renaming
Renaming in SUDS is handled completely by the compiler. This
simplifies the design of the memory dependence speculation system, because multiple versions of memory locations don’t need to
be maintained by the runtime system. The values that the compiler
decides to privatize are kept in the registers and local memories of
the compute nodes for the duration of a single iteration. In addition
to the privatization optimizations described in Section 3.4, the code
generator performs stack splitting.
Stack splitting simply identifies register allocatable scalars that
never have their addresses taken. These values are kept on the normal C stack along with all register spills taken at procedure calls.
For scalars that do have their addresses taken, the code generator
creates and manages a second global stack as part of the heap. The
values in the global stack are then managed at runtime as described
in Section 3.1.
The advantage of stack splitting is that register spills don’t need to
be handled by the speculation system. Since we are parallelizing
loops, the stack pointer is pointing at the same address on all the
compute nodes. If we maintained only a single global stack, then
every time the program took a procedure call, all the compute nodes
would spill to the same memory locations, requiring the speculation
system to manage multiple versions of the same memory location.

3.4 Compile time optimizations
Since SUDS has special runtime support that allows it to handle
privates and true-dependences more efficiently at runtime, the goal
of the SUDS optimizer is to move as many objects as possible into
the more efficient categories. It does this using the four compiler
optimizations identified in Figure 10.
Privatization is the central optimization technique. It depends on a
dataflow analysis to identify objects whose live ranges do not extend outside the body of a loop. The SUDS privatization phase

also identifies true-dependences and loop-invariants. It differentiates all of these from heap based objects that can not be handled as
efficiently at runtime.
Critical path reduction is a technique for improving program parallelism in the face of loop carried dependences. An example of
this optimization was shown in Figure 5. The idea is to introduce
additional private variables that will hold the old value of the object while the new value is computed and forwarded to the other,
waiting, workers.
Register promotion is similar to performing common subexpression or partial redundancy elimination on load and store instructions [13, 35, 8]. This reduces the number of requests that
need to be sent from the worker nodes and processed by the memory nodes.
The final optimization is scope restriction, which allows privatization of structure objects that can not be fully analyzed by the
privatization pass. Scope restriction takes advantage of scoping information provided by the programmer. It allows structure objects
declared inside the body of the loop to be promoted to privates and
handled efficiently by the runtime system.

4.

CASE STUDY

In this section we demonstrate that moving speculation into software avoids the traditional area tradeoffs faced by computer architects. When speculation is not required the system can devote all of
the chip area to useful computation. When speculation is required,
the software system can be turned on and achieve IPC numbers
similar to those achieved by a hardware based speculation system
of similar area.
SUDS is designed to run on Raw microprocessors. As reported
elsewhere [48], each Raw chip contains a 4 by 4 array of tiles;
multiple chips can be composed to create systems as large as 32 by
32 tiles. Raw is currently (July 2001) running in RTL emulation at
about 1 MHz on a 5 million gate IKOS VirtuaLogic emulator [4],
and it will tape out at the end of the summer. It is implemented in
IBM’s .15 micron SA-27E ASIC process with a target frequency of
250 MHz.
The results in this paper were run on a (nearly) cycle accurate simulation of a Raw system with a few minor tweaks. In particular, the
simulator provides access to a particular message header construction instruction that is not available in the actual implementation,
and the simulator does not model network contention. The first
tweak saves us several cycles during each remote memory operation, while the second is of little consequence since total message
traffic in our system is sufficiently low.
Programs running with the SUDS system are parallelized by a
SUIF based compiler that outputs SPMD style C code. The resulting code is compiled for the individual Raw tiles using gcc version
2.8.1 with the -O3 flag. (Raw assembly code is similar to MIPS assembly code, so our version of the gcc code generator is a modified
version of the standard gcc MIPS code generator).

Moldyn
Moldyn is a molecular dynamics simulation, originally written by
Shamik Sharma [45], that is difficult to parallelize without specpairwise force
ulation support. Rather than calculate all
calculations every iteration, Moldyn only performs force calcula-



ComputeForces(vector<particle> molecules,
real cutoffRadius) {
foreach m in molecules {
foreach m’ in m.neighbors() {
if (distance(m, m’) <
cutoffRadius) {
force_t force = calc_force(m, m’);
m.force += force;
m’.force -= force;
}
}
}
}

Figure 11: Pseudocode for ComputeForces, the Moldyn routine for computing intermolecular forces. The neighbor sets
are calculated every 20th iteration by calling the BuildNeigh
routine (Figure 12).

tions between particles that are within some cutoff distance of one
another (Figure 11). The result is that only
force calculations
need to be performed every iteration.



  

intermolecThe original version of Moldyn recalculated all
ular distances every 20 iterations. For this paper, we rewrote the
distance calculation routine so that it would also run in
time.
This is accomplished by chopping the space up into boxes that are
slightly larger than the cutoff distance, and only calculating distances between particles in adjacent boxes (Figure 12). This improved the speed of the application on a standard processor by several orders of magnitude.



Under SUDS we can parallelize each of the outer loops (those
labeled “foreach m in molecules” in Figures 11 and 12).
Each loop has different characteristics when run in parallel.
The first loop in the BuildNeigh routine moves through the array of molecules quickly. For each molecule it simply calculates
which box the molecule belongs in, and then updates one element
of the (relatively small) boxes array. This loop does not parallelize well because updates to the boxes array have a relatively
high probability of conflicting when run in parallel.
The second loop in the BuildNeigh routine is the most expensive
single loop in the program (although, luckily it only needs to be run
about one twentieth as often as the ComputeForces loop). It is
actually embarrassingly parallel, although potential pointer aliasing
makes it difficult for a traditional parallelizing compiler to analyze
this loop. SUDS, on the other hand, handles the pointer problem by
speculatively sending the pointer references to the memory nodes
for resolution. Since none of the pointer references actually conflict, the system never needs to roll back, and this loop achieves
scalable speedups.
The ComputeForces routine consumes the majority of the runtime in the program, since it is run about twenty times more often than the BuildNeigh routine. For large problem sizes, the
molecules array will be very large, while the number of updates
per molecule stays constant, so the probability of two parallel iterations of the loop updating the same element of the molecules
array is small. Unfortunately, while this loop parallelizes well up to
about a dozen compute nodes, speedup falls off for larger numbers

BuildNeigh(vector<list<int>> adjLists,
vector<particle> molecules,
real cutoffRadius) {
vector<list<particle>> boxes;

formance is quite reasonable for this particular application. SUDS
achieves 82% of the IPC achieved by this superscalar.

foreach m in molecules {
int mBox = box_of(m.position());
boxes[mBox].push_back(m);
}

The main motivation for SUDS comes from previous work in
micro-optimization. Micro-optimization has two components. The
first, interface decomposition involves breaking up a monolithic interface into constituent primitives. Examples of this include Active
Messages as a primitive for building more complex message passing protocols [52], and interfaces that allow user level programs to
build their own customized shared memory cache coherence protocols [10, 33, 42]. Examples of the benefits of carefully chosen
primitive interfaces are also common in operating systems research
for purposes as diverse as communication protocols for distributed
file systems [43], virtual memory management [24], and other kernel services [7, 16, 27].

foreach m in molecules {
int mBox = box_of(m.position());
foreach box in adjLists[mBox] {
foreach m’ in box {
if (distance(m, m’) <
(cutoffRadius * TOLERANCE)) {
m.neighbors().push_back(m’);
}
}
}
}
}

Figure 12: Pseudocode for BuildNeigh, the Moldyn routine
for recalculating the set of interacting particles. adjLists is
a pre-calculated list of the boxes adjacent to each box.
MIPS R4000
SUDS
“perfect” superscalar
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Figure 13: Comparison of IPC for Moldyn running on three
different architectures.
of compute nodes because of the birthday paradox. This is the argument that one needs only 23 people in a room to have a probability
of 50% that two of them will have the same birthday. Likewise,
as we increase the number of iterations that we are computing in
parallel, the probability that two of them update the same memory
location increases worse than linearly. This is a fundamental limitation of data speculation systems, not one unique to the SUDS
system.
Figure 13 shows the IPC of running Moldyn with an input dataset
of 256000 particles on three different architectures. The first is
a MIPS R4000 with a 4-way associative 64KByte combined I&D
L1, 256MByte L2 with 12 cycle latency and 50 cycle miss cost.
It achieves about .4 IPC. The second is SUDS running on a 40
tile Raw system. 8 tiles are dedicated as compute nodes and an
additional 32 are dedicated as memory nodes. Each simulated Raw
tile contains a pipeline similar to an R4000, and a 64KByte L1
cache. Cache misses to DRAM cost 50 cycles. SUDS is able to
achieve .96 IPC.
The final architecture is a simulated superscalar architecture with a
32 Kbit gshare branch predictor, a perfect 8-way instruction fetch
unit, a 64 Kbyte 4-way set associative combined I&D L1, and 256
MByte L2 with 12 cycle latency and 50 cycle miss cost. It has
infinite functional units, infinite registers for renaming, a memory
stunt-box to allow loads to issue to the cache out of order, and an
infinite number of ports on all memories. Even though such an
architecture is not feasible, we include it to show that SUDS per-

5. RELATED WORK

The second component of micro-optimization involves using automatic compiler optimizations (e.g., partial redundancy elimination)
to leverage the decomposed interface, rather than forcing the application programmer to do the work. This technique has been
used to improve the efficiency of floating-point operations [14],
fault isolation [53], and shared memory coherence checks [44]. On
Raw, micro-optimization across decomposed interfaces has been
used to improve the efficiency of both branching and message demultiplexing [34], memory access serialization [5, 15], instruction
caching [36], and data caching [37]. SUDS micro-optimizes by
breaking the monolithic memory interface into separate primitives
for accessing local and remote memory. The compiler then eliminates work by finding opportunities for renaming.
Timestamp based algorithms have long been used for concurrency
control in transaction processing systems. The memory dependence validation algorithm used in SUDS is most similar to the
“basic timestamp ordering” technique proposed by Bernstein and
Goodman [6]. More sophisticated multiversion timestamp ordering techniques [41] provide some memory renaming, reducing the
number of false dependences detected by the system at the cost of
a more complex implementation. Optimistic concurrency control
techniques [32], in contrast, attempt to reduce the cost of validation,
by performing the validations in bulk at the end of each transaction.
Memory dependence speculation is even more similar to virtual
time systems, such as the Time Warp mechanism [26] used extensively for distributed event driven simulation. This technique
is very much like multiversion timestamp ordering, but in virtual
time systems, as in data speculation systems, the assignment of
timestamps to tasks is dictated by the sequential program order. In
a transaction processing system, each transaction can be assigned a
timestamp whenever it enters the system.
Knight’s Liquid system [29, 30] used a method more like optimistic concurrency control [32] except that timestamps must be
pessimistically assigned a priori, rather than optimistically when
the task commits, and writes are pessimistically buffered in private
memories and then written out in serial order so that different processing elements may concurrently write to the same address. The
idea of using hash tables rather than full maps to perform independence validation was originally proposed for the Liquid system.
Knight also pointed out the similarity between cache coherence
schemes and coherence control in transaction processing. The Liquid system used a bus based protocol similar to a snooping cache

coherence protocol [21]. SUDS uses a scalable protocol that is
more similar to a directory based cache coherence protocol [9, 2,
1] with only a single pointer per entry, sometimes referred to as a
Dir1B protocol.
The ParaTran system for parallelizing mostly functional code [49]
was another early proposal that relied on speculation. ParaTran was
implemented in software on a shared memory multiprocessor. The
protocols were based on those used in Time Warp [26], with checkpointing performed at every speculative operation. A similar system, applied to an imperative, C like, language (but lacking pointers) was developed by Wen and Yelick [55]. While their compiler
could identify some opportunities for privatizing temporary scalars,
their memory dependence speculation system was still forced to do
renaming and forward true-dependences at runtime, and was thus
less efficient than SUDS.
SUDS is most directly influenced by the Multiscalar architecture [18, 46]. The Multiscalar architecture was the first to include
a low-latency mechanism for explicitly forwarding dependences
from one task to the next. This allows the compiler to both avoid the
expense of completely serializing do-across loops and also permits
register allocation across task boundaries. The Multiscalar validates memory dependence speculations using a mechanism called
an address resolution buffer (ARB) [18, 19] that is similar to a hardware implementation of multiversion timestamp ordering. From
the perspective of a cache coherence mechanism the ARB is most
similar to a full-map directory based protocol.
The SUDS compiler algorithms for identifying the optimal placement points for sending and receiving true-dependences are similar
to those used in the Multiscalar [51]. The primary difference is
that the Multiscalar algorithms permit some data values to be forwarded more than once, leaving to the hardware the responsibility
for squashing redundant sends. The SUDS compiler algorithm is
guaranteed to insert send and receive instructions at the optimal
point in the control flow graph such that each value is sent and received exactly once.
More recent efforts have focused on modifying shared memory
cache coherence schemes to support memory dependence speculation [17, 22, 47, 31, 28, 23]. SUDS implements its protocols in
software rather than relying on hardware mechanisms. In the future SUDS might permit long-term caching of read-mostly values
by allowing the software system to “permanently” mark an address
in the timestamp cache.
Another recent trend has been to examine the prediction mechanism used by dependence speculation systems. Some early systems [29, 49, 23] transmit all dependences through the speculative
memory system. SUDS, like the Multiscalar, allows the compiler
to statically identify true-dependences, which are then forwarded
using a separate, fast, communication path. SUDS and other systems in this class essentially statically predict that all memory references that the compiler can not analyze are in fact independent.
Several recent systems [38, 50, 11] have proposed hardware prediction mechanisms, for finding, and explicitly forwarding, additional
dependences that the compiler can not analyze.
Memory dependence speculation has also been examined in the
context of fine-grain instruction level parallel processing on VLIW
processors. The point of these systems is to allow trace-scheduling
compilers more flexibility to statically reorder memory instruc-

tions. Nicolau [39] proposed inserting explicit address comparisons
followed by branches to off-trace fixup code. Huang et al [25] extended this idea to use predicated instructions to help parallelize the
comparison code. The problem with this approach is that it requires
comparisons if there are loads being speculatively moved
above stores. This problem can be alleviated using a small hardware set-associative table, called a memory conflict buffer (MCB),
that holds recently speculated load addresses and provides single
cycle checks on each subsequent store instruction [20]. An MCB is
included in the Hewlett Packard/Intel IA-64 EPIC architecture [3].









The LRPD test [40] is a software speculation system that takes
a more coarse grained approach than SUDS. In contrast to most
of the systems described in this section, the LRPD test speculatively block parallelizes a loop as if it were completely data parallel
and then tests to ensure that the memory accesses of the different
processing elements do not overlap. It is able to identify privatizable arrays and reductions at runtime. A directory based cache
coherence protocol extended to perform the LRPD test is described
in [56]. SUDS takes a finer grain approach that can cyclically parallelize loops with true-dependences and can parallelize most of a
loop that has only a few dynamic dependences.

6. CONCLUSION
This paper presents SUDS, a software speculation system for Raw
microprocessors that can effectively execute integer programs with
complex control-flow and sophisticated pointer aliasing. SUDS can
efficiently execute programs where compile-time parallelism extraction is difficult or even impossible, on an architecture with no
hardware support for parallelism extraction. This ability of SUDS
makes Raw architectures viable as a general purpose architecture,
capable of supporting a very large class of applications. Furthermore, since SUDS does not require any additional hardware, applications that are compiler parallelizable do not have to sacrifice
their performance in order to accommodate the integer programs.
SUDS uses compiler analysis to reduce the amount of work that
needs to be performed at runtime. Unlike coarse-grained parallelizing compilers that either completely succeed or completely fail, application performance under SUDS degrades gracefully when the
compiler analysis is only partially applicable.
SUDS relies on a sophisticated memory system to support memory
dependence speculation. Since the system is implemented entirely
in software, it can be extended or customized to suit individual applications. For example, the memory nodes could be augmented
with read-modify-write requests for a set of simple operations such
as add, subtract, and xor.
Using the Moldyn application as an example, we show that SUDS
is capable of speculatively parallelizing applications with dependences not analyzable at compile-time. Currently we do not have
all the compiler analyses implemented; thus minor hand modifications to programs are required. We are in the process of implementing the register promotion and scope restriction compiler passes.
We hope to show results on more applications within the next few
months, in time for the final presentation.
As a fine-grained, software-based speculation system, SUDS provides us with an opportunity to realize other concepts previously
deemed impractical. For example, SUDS could be the basis of reverse execution in debugging. Error detection can be incorporated
with the SUDS checkpoint and roll back mechanism. This feature

could improve the reliability of applications in the face of hardware errors. We also plan to investigate other speculative program
optimizations that use SUDS to undo speculation failures.
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